ABSTRACT Face recognition performance by computers has been shown to be more accurate than that of humans. However, a bias with soft-biometrics features has been detected. This bias reduces recognition performance when gender is used. Feature selection for gender classification from face images is a difficult problem since faces contain symmetrical and redundant features. We argue that traditional methods, based on mutual information using pairs of features to estimate the relevance and redundancy among features, fail to select the right set of features in cases where there are strong spatial correlations among features, which is the case with facial images. In this paper, a new method is proposed fusing a filter and a wrapper to measure the relationships among image features, and to select feature clusters based on mutual information for gender classification. We applied this method on nine face datasets using an SVM classifier. We were able to achieve 98.2% correct gender classification in the testing partition using the UND, 95.56% with the Morph II, 98.33% on the LFW, and 98.66% on celebA databases. We validated the results using a cross-test with three different datasets: COFW, Adience, and Image of Groups, that were not used to define the parameters of our method. Additionally, the method was tested with a Random Forest. All the results achieved are better than those previously published on the same databases, and with a significantly smaller number of total features.
I. INTRODUCTION
Face recognition (FR) has grown to become a prominent biometric technique for identity authentication and has been widely applied in many areas, such as airports, public security, and daily life [51] .
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has run multiple facial recognition tests since 1993. Every successive test has shown performance improvements, sometimes by an order of magnitude. 1 Automated facial recognition accuracy is now far superior to that reached by humans [51] . Several methods have been proposed for FR including transformations, Gabor, other hard biometric features, and the combination of hard and soft biometric
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1 https://www.nist.gov/programs-projects/face-recognition-vendor-testfrvt-ongoing features [12] , [13] , [40] , [61] . Currently, face recognition systems have surprisingly better accuracy, but we have to deal with demographic bias in biometric systems [9] , [51] .
Face recognition data can be prone to error, which can implicate people for major crimes or illegal entrances they have not committed. Facial recognition has been shown to be inaccurate and not good particularly for recognizing African-Americans and other ethnic minorities, females, and young people, often misidentifying or failing to identify them, thus impacting certain groups disparately. 2 The SC-37 ISO-Committee has been developing an ISO/IEC Technical Report # 22116 called 'Identifying and mitigating the differential impact of demographic factors in biometric systems, with focus on the impact of gender, age, and ethnicity on the iris, face, and fingerprints. Even one of the biggest gender projects, 'Gender Shades', presented problems with face detection and gender classification using the systems developed by IBM, Microsoft, and Face++ [9] . These systems work very well for white males but not well for African-American females.
The previous examples show that gender classification is an open problem whose resolution could help to reduce the bias in FR systems. Most of the FR systems are 'black boxes' and are unable to identify the relevant face features that allow discriminating gender.
Gender classification from facial images is one of the most challenging problems in image analysis research because of the symmetry and complementarity of faces [1] , [6] , [13] , [30] , [33] , [44] , [49] , [50] , [56] - [58] , [60] , [65] , [66] , [73] . In a biometric recognition framework, gender information may lead to searching only half of the database. Most gender classification methods reported in the literature use all of the features extracted for classification purposes [1] , [3] , [37] , [44] , [71] , [73] . As a result, gender-irrelevant information could be fed into the classifier, and the classifier generalization capacity could be reduced, especially when the training set is small. It has been shown both theoretically and empirically that reducing the number of irrelevant or redundant features increases the learning efficiency of the classifier significantly [4] , [18] , [26] , [42] , [48] .
The problem of adequate feature selection has not been solved for complex problems such as gender classification from faces because of the redundancy, relevance, symmetry of the face, feature complementarity, and feature location, among other factors [8] , [18] , [22] , [40] , [63] . Using more features implies increasingly higher computational cost in the feature extraction process, slowing down the classification process. Exhaustive evaluation of possible feature (2 N ) subsets is usually computationally prohibitive. MI has solved the problem of feature selection in complex scenarios partially with methods that use only the information between pairs of features such as, mRMR, DISR, and CMIM [8] , [18] , [22] . These traditional approaches work very well in simple scenarios but do not capture the relationship among three or more features.
There are limitations to the computed ranking of MI between pairs, and the trade-off between relevance and redundancy. The main limitation is derived from the fact that possible redundancies among variables are not taken into account. Indeed, two redundant yet highly relevant variables, when taken individually, will both be well-ranked. Contrarily, two variables can be complementary to the output (i.e., highly relevant together) while each of them appears to be irrelevant when taken individually. As a results, the features could be ranked erroneously, or removed by the ranking filter process.
Ranking does not consider previous information for each feature; before computing the ranking for all features, they are all given the same weights. Features that are not individually relevant may therefore become relevant in the context of others, and/or features that are individually relevant may not be useful at all because of possible redundancies.
II. STATE OF THE ART
Alexander et al. [1] , the best gender classification was based on shape features on the UND database [23] . The best result was reached when fusing 3 types of features (intensity, shape, and texture) and 3 sizes of images (20 × 20, 36 × 36, 128 × 128) . However, many more inputs were used by fusing the 3 scales and the 3 types of features. The total number of inputs was increased nearly ninefold reaching a gender classification rate of 91.19% for the UND database using 46,845 features.
Han et al. [30] , presented a generic framework for automatic demographic estimation from a single face image. They extracted biologically inspired features from a face image, and selected demographic informative features using a boosting algorithm. They then used a hierarchical estimator consisting of between-group classification and within-group regression to predict age, gender, and race. For gender classification they used the MORPH II database, the PCSO dataset, the FERET dataset, and the LFW dataset, reaching 97.6%, 97.1%, 96.8%, and 94%, respectively.
Jia et al. [35] , presented a simple and effective method for classifying gender by training a linear classification algorithm on a massive dataset assembled and labeled entirely by automated means. Four million images and more than 60,000 features were used in total to train online classifiers, and the method, tested with the LFW dataset, reached 96.86% accuracy.
Moeini et al. [47] , proposed an automatic feature extraction method with two types of features. Then, two separate dictionaries for male and female genders were defined for representing the gender in facial images. Also, two dictionary learning methods were proposed to learn the defined dictionaries in the training process. The Sparse Representation Classification (SRC) is adopted for classification in the testing process. Finally, a probability decision making approach is proposed to classify the gender from estimated values by SRC and proposed gender formulation. They used three public available databases including the FERET, LFW and Groups databases to compare their results to the state-ofthe-art. The results reached were: 91.9%, 94.9% and 84.4%, respectively.
Castrillana et al. [14] , the authors analyze the state-ofthe-art gender classification accuracy on three large datasets: MORPH, LFW and Groups. They discussed the difficulties and bias on the databases, concluding that the most challenging and with the wildest complexity was the Groups database. The achieved results were compared with those of a Convolutional Neural Network, achieving an accuracy of 94.2% reducing the gap with other simpler datasets.
Only a few methods have been published using Deep Learning for gender classification with faces [19] , [31] , [36] , [41] , [43] , [70] .
Levi et al. [41] proposed a method to classify age and gender automatically using a simple convolutional neural network architecture that can be used with limited data. The method reached an accuracy of 84.7% using the Adience dataset. Liu et al. [43] proposed a novel deep learning framework for face attribute prediction in the wild using CNNs, LNet, and Anet, with carefully designed pre-training strategies. The method is robust to background clutter and face variation using the LFWA and CelebA datasets with 30 or more attributes. This approach reached 98% accuracy for the CelebA and 94% for the LFWA datasets.
Hand et al. [31] used a multi-task CNN and 40 attributes with the LFWA and CelebA datasets. Gender is among these attributes. This approach reached 98.17% accuracy for the CelebA dataset and 94.1% for the LFWA dataset in gender classification. They demonstrated through experiments that a multi-task framework for attribute prediction outperforms independent classifiers. Taking advantage of implicit and explicit relationships among attributes promotes improved attribute prediction, which will lead to improved gender classification.
In our previous work, [50] , [57] , [58] , we showed that feature selection and fusion methods using faces improved gender classification accuracy. We reported an extension of the use of feature selection based on computed Mutual Information (MI ) between pairs of features, or between features and classes, that reached the highest classification performance published at that time on the FERET database with 99.13% accuracy using 18,900 features, and on the UND database with 94.01% accuracy using 14,200 features. The approaches present in this paper outperform the previous results with a less number of features.
An interesting method to achieve feature selection is to compute MI by ranking each individual features by their relevance using the filter approach. [5] . Feature ranking methods are generally considered to be fast and effective, especially when there is a large number of features and the number of training examples are relatively small ( For example 10K features and 100 examples). However, the ranking reduces the selection power of the criterion because it does not compute any form of complementarity among variables [64] , making it ill-suited for feature selection on datasets that have high levels of complementarity. Using more features implies increasingly higher computational cost in the feature extraction process, slowing down the classification process, and also increasing the time needed for training and validation, which may lead to classification over-fitting [29] .
III. CONTRIBUTION
In this paper, we propose a fusion of hybrid filter/wrapper method based on a relief method [38] , [39] that employs weighted MI using the relationships among neighbor images applied to gender classification. This method has two stages, the first one called Filter, and the second one called Wrapper. See Figure 1 . Both stages represent a Filtrapper approach and will be explained in detail in Section 3.
An automatic feature selection method based on a gender classification scheme is proposed. Feature selection is an important stage in classifying images under controlled and uncontrolled scenarios. We demonstrate that by adding complementary information from clusters of images the error rate can be reduced and a robust classifier developed [59] .
In our method we modified the following feature selection methods: minimum Redundancy Maximal Relevance (mRMR) [48] , Conditional Mutual information Maximization (CMIM ) [22] , and Double Input Symmetrical Relevance (DISR) [45] by using weighted features and renaming them as: W − mRMR, W − CMIM , and W − DISR.
We argue that our proposed weighted methods, W − CMIM , W − mRMR, and W − DISR, are more general purpose MI filters because they determine the relevance of three or more features in a cluster and may have complementarity with the class variable or the candidate feature. This is especially relevant in pattern recognition in image problems such as gender classification. The main contributions of our paper are the following:
In our proposed method we use clusters of images to estimate the quality of groups of features, thereby solving the problem of redundancy and relevance in gender classification from faces. One of the main contribution of the proposed weighted methods, W − mRMR, W − DISR and W − CMIM , is that they share information among features, and reduce the quantity of redundant and irrelevant features. Therefore, selected features are more discriminative than in the current approaches, which use only the information between pairs of features, such as in traditional MI , or those that use the raw data. These traditional approaches do not capture the relationship among three or more features. In our proposed method, we use clusters of images to estimate the quality of groups of features. We can therefore obtain better results with a smaller number of features making feasible, for example, gender classification applications on mobile devices.
A second contribution is that the results reported in the manuscript are significantly better than those previously reported in the literature on the problem of identifying gender from faces. Additionally, we used nine different datasets to support our results, which is a significant increase relative to previously reported work. The datasets are: UND, LFW-a, LFW-b, Morph II, CelebA, LFWA, Adience, Groups, and COFW datasets. In total we used more than 300,000 images.
To validate the results a cross-test was performed using three databases: COFW, Adience, and Image of Groups (Groups). As a result of our proposed method, the total number of selected features for gender classification was significantly reduced maintaining or improving the accuracy. The reduction in the number of features implies a significant decrease in processing time, making real-time applications of gender classification feasible.
IV. BACKGROUND
In this section, we briefly introduce some basic concepts and notions from information theory that are used in the proposed feature selection method. Information theory provides an intuitive tool for measuring the uncertainty of random variables and the information shared by them. Feature Selection [22] , MI [17] , and Complementary Information [63] , [64] are critical concepts.
A. FEATURE SELECTION
Feature selection involves selecting features from a dataset in order to improve classification accuracy and decrease computation complexity [29] . It is similar to feature extraction which involves the creation of feature vectors from the original dataset via manipulating data space. The latter technique may be considered a ''superset'' of feature selection [17] , [29] .
Feature selection can be classified into three main groups [29] : Filters, Wrappers, and Embedded. Feature selection methods can also be categorized on the basis of the search strategies used [46] . The following search strategies are commonly used: Forward selection that starts with an empty set and adds features greedily one at a time; Backward elimination that starts with a feature set containing all the features and removes features greedily one at a time.
The fusion of Filter/Wrapper approach [32] , [54] , [62] is computationally less expensive than the original wrapper approach because the evaluation of the predictor performance by cross-validation is achieved for only a few preselected feature sets.
Feature selection is a broad field in continuous evolution, since selection of the most relevant and non-redundant features have not been achieved for complex problems such as those in gender classification [29] , [32] , [63] , [64] . A new strategy to select the most important, relevant, and non-redundant features, using neighboring image information based on mutual information was presented. Our results show that significant improvements in gender classification can be reached with our proposed feature selection method. The method could be extended to other areas of feature selection as well. Additionally, by reducing the number of selected features, the proposed method reduces the computational time of the feature extraction process.
B. MUTUAL INFORMATION
MI is defined as a measure of how much information is contained jointly in two variables [17] , or how much information of one variable determines the other variable. MI is the foundation for information theoretic feature selection since it provides a function for computing the relevance of a variable with respect to the target class [21] . The MI between two variables, x and y, is defined based on their joint probabilistic distribution p(x, y) and the respective marginal probabilities p(x) and p(y) as:
We use categorical MI in this paper, which can be estimated by tallying the samples of categorical variables in the data building adaptive histograms to compute the joint probability distribution p(x, y) and the marginal probabilities p(x) and p(y) based on the Fraser algorithm [24] . The concept of minimal redundancy allows selection of feature pairs that are maximally dissimilar. If two features are highly dependent on each other, the respective class-discriminating power does not change much if one of them is removed.
C. COMPLEMENTARY INFORMATION FOR FEATURE SELECTION
For multiple variables, Interaction Information (II ) [8] , [64] , [72] was proposed as a measure of the amount of information collected in a set of variables that is greater than the information present in any pair of those variables. Thus, Entropy [17] and MI [17] correspond to the first and second order measures of II , respectively, together with their third, fourth, and higher-order variants. II provides a way of characterizing the structure of multivariate information [15] , [64] . Multivariate methods take feature reliancy into account and achieve better results because no simplifying supposition are made about feature independence [29] . The complementary information [63] , [64] , also known as synergy (interaction information), and measures the degree of relation between an individual feature fi and a group of features S, and belongs to the class C through the expression II (f i ; S/C).
Conditional forms of the MI can be stated, but, unlike entropies, they condition the reduction of the MI . This is because the knowledge of a third variable can make the two original variables dependent upon each other:
The II measures the influence of variable Z on the amount of information shared between variables (X , Y ) as:
Suppose we are given a random variable, S, and a random vector, X = {X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n−1 }. Our goal, then, is to decompose the information that X provides about S in terms of the FIGURE 2. Venn diagram showing the multivariate information structure for three variables [64] . Labeled regions correspond to Unique information (Unq), Redundancy (Rdn) and Synergy (Syn).
partial information contributed either individually or jointly by various clusters of X .
Consider the simplest case of a system with three variables [64] . The total information that X = {X 1 , X 2 } provides about S is given by the II (S; X 1 , X 2 ), with which X 1 , X 2 we can identify three distinct possibilities.
First, X 1 may provide information that X 2 does not, or vice versa (unique information). For example, if X 1 is a copy of S, and X 2 is a degenerate random variable, then the total information from X is reduced to the unique information from X 1 . Second, X 1 and X 2 contribute to the total information, providing the same or overlapping information (redundancy). For example, if X 1 and X 2 are both copies of S, then they provide complete information redundantly. Third, the combination of X 1 and X 2 may provide information that is not available from either one alone. This is called ''Synergy'' [63] , [64] . (See Figure 2) .
V. METHODS
In this paper we report the development of a fusion of hybrid feature selection method, composed of two stages, a Filter and a Wrapper, to classify gender from face images, obtaining which is called a Filtrapper [11] , [54] , [62] . Our method is based on MI and uses clusters of images to estimate the ranking, rather than pairs of features as do traditional methods based on MI .
The first stage, Filter, is used to estimate the relevance of the images based on the Relief-F algorithm reported in [38] , [39] , [53] , [67] , [69] . The goal of the Relief-F algorithm is to estimate the quality of features in relation to how well their values differentiate among images that are close to each other.
We transform each image in a vector of a matrix, A. Each row of A represents one image and each column in A represents one feature. Therefore we have a matrix A of size (M images x N features ). The Filter stage has the follows steps: a) From a Matrix A, we selected a random image (R i ). 
e) Rank the clusters in relation to the values of MI ac . f ) Those previous steps (a-e) are repeated t times. (Parameter selected by the user.) g) Finally, the best clusters from t times were selected using the Hausdorff distances [34] among clusters. The Hausdorff distance among clusters from two different patterns is the one that maximizes the minimal distance between different images of two clusters: diff w−max :
where Cp * i , Cp * j are cluster images that satisfy this condition. See Figure 4 . This relationship was used as a measure of information, or as a measure of class separability based on that feature cluster. We used the information that belongs to the best cluster to weight the value of each n feature into the matrix A. See Figure 4 .
These weights are normalized between 0-1 before computing the feature selection method. Then, we applied this information into three different feature selection methods based on MI : mRMR, CMIM , and DISR, considering the weight for all the features. The later computation defines the three new improved measures proposed in this paper: W − mRMR, W − CMIM , and W − DISR. Features depend on a wrapper using SVM [29] .
The second stage of the fusion, Wrapper, is used to compute the best parameters of the algorithm. To assess the relevance of each feature, we define 3 parameters: t represents the number of times the process is repeated, p the number of images selected, and n the number of features selected from A. In this work, we changed t in steps of 5 up to 10, and n in steps of 100 features up to the total image size. We also explored values of p from 5 up to 50 images classes, searching for the value that would produce the best classification rate using a forward and backward selection from the Wrapper method. An SVM with Gaussian kernel was used as a classifier.
This filtrapper fusion approach is computationally less expensive than the original wrapper approach because the evaluation of the predictor performance, for example by a cross-validation test, is performed for only a few preselected feature sets.
For example, a combination of these 3 parameters can produce the best classification rate. When using a p = 5, we selected 10 nearest neighbors, 5 from class 1 (female), and 5 from class 2 (male). The process is repeated t times to create the t clusters. One example of the best parameters for the LFW database (set-a) is presented in Figure 5 . The accuracy can be observed by changing the number of p from 5 to 20, on 300 images (150 males and 150 females) from the LFW database. Each image has 2,944 total features (64×46).
A. FEATURE SELECTION METHODS

1) WEIGHTED MINIMUM REDUNDANCY AND MAXIMAL RELEVANCE (W − MRMR)
Two forms of combining relevance and redundancy operations are reported in [18] ; mutual information difference (MID), and mutual information quotient (MIQ). Thus, the mRMR feature set is obtained by optimizing MID and MIQ simultaneously. The trade-off of both conditions requires to integrate them into a single criterion function [18] , [48] as follows:
where, MI (c; fi) measures the relevance of the feature to be added for the class, and the term 1 S fi S MI (fi; fs) estimates the redundancy of the fi th feature with respect to the cluster of previously selected features, S.
In our approach, we compute the relevance and redundancy, adding the weight information from filter stage, therefore, w i (X i ) is used directly instead of the feature X i , while computing the MI score to make the relevance ranking:
where w(i) 2 and w(s), are used to weight the importance of the relation between features. For the computation of redundancy of each feature candidate f i with the already selected features f S , we employed the weight function instead of using the features themselves. We computed redundancy over all pairs according to the weights.
2) WEIGHTED CONDITIONAL MUTUAL INFORMATION MAXIMIZATION (W − CMIM)
The CMIM criterion is a tri-variate measure of the information associated with a single feature about the class, conditioned upon an already selected feature [22] . It loops over the selected features and assigns each candidate feature a score based upon the lowest Conditional Mutual Information (CMI ) between the selected features, the candidate feature, and the class [22] , [29] . Then, the selected feature is the one with the maximum score. 
The CMIM criterion selects relevant variables, avoids redundancy and, unlike previous methods, does not ignore variable complementarity. However, it does not necessarily select a variable that is complementary to the already selected variables. In fact, a variable that has high complementarity information to the already selected variable will be has by a high (CMI ). The CMIM takes the minimum value as the score for that feature because, at each iteration, the score for that feature can only decrease and therefore, scores that are already below the current best score are not updated, since they do not affect the computation. The CMIM algorithm only considers CMI and it does not improve the scores of highly complementary variables. This means it may not be well suited for datasets with high complementarity such as gene expression data. Our proposed W − CMIM considers that the feature fi is relevant only if it provides high information about C, considering the synergy and complementarity detected by the modified Relief-F. In our proposed method, a product between MI and a weight function w(i) 2 , is used to weight the importance of the candidate feature. This feature brings the information of its neighbors detected in the filter stage,
3) WEIGHTED DOUBLE INPUT SYMMETRICAL RELEVANCE (W-DISR)
The DISR criterion [45] combines two properties of feature selection methods. First, a combination of variables can return more information from the output class than the sum of the information returned by each of the variables taken individually, considering the complementarity among variables [8] , [29] , [45] . Second, in the absence of additional information on how cluster d variables should be combined, a combination of the best performing clusters of d − 1 variables is intuitively assumed to be the most promising set. In DISR, it is assumed that the i th node represents the variable X i , the binary variable w i , i = 1, . . . , n takes the value 1 if the i th variable is selected and 0 otherwise, and the weight is computed by (10) ,
W-DISR (11) is an improvement over DISR, it uses the weight function w(i) 2 computed by the W-Rank before computing MI , weighing the importance of the candidate feature. This weighted feature brings the information of its n neighbors detected in the first stage, guiding the selection method in search of the most relevant cluster of features,
VI. EXPERIMENTS, DATABASES AND FEATURE SELECTION
Gender Classification was assessed using two different feature selection experiments. The first used the Labeled Face in the Wild (LFW) [55] , MORPH II [52] , UND [57] , LFWA and CelebA [43] face databases for gender classification. The second experiment validated the results using a cross-test with three different datasets: COFW [10] , Adience [20] , and
Image of Groups (Groups) [25] . In all the experiments we followed the same protocol used by the authors of previous papers, especially with regard to the partition of the datasets for training and testing. The databases LFW, LFW-A, and CelebA, have the coordinates available for cropping the face images. This data is available from the creators of the databases. For the 'UND' and 'MORPH II' databases, the OpenCV library was used to detect and crop the frontal images. A pre-trained Open-Face implementation [2] was also used to detect and crop the faces for the COFW, Image of Groups, and Adience Databases.
A. EXPERIMENTS
Experiment 1: A gender classification experiment was performed using using three sets of the LFW (set-a, set-b and set A), MORPH II, UND and CelebA face databases which are standard and challenging databases available for this purpose. For example, LFW contains images called Labeled Faces in the Wild. We selected features in steps of 100 features up to the 2,946th for image sizes of 64 × 46. The p nearest neighbors were computed in steps of 5. This allows comparison of our results with those published previously [1] , [14] , [27] , [28] , [30] , [47] .
The traditional dimensional reduction algorithms, such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA), and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) were applied [6] . PCA is a mathematical procedure that transforms a number of (possibly) correlated variables into a (smaller) number of uncorrelated variables called principal components. The first principal component accounts for as much of the variability in the data as possible, and each succeeding component accounts for as much of the remaining variability as possible. The objective is to select a subset of variables from a larger set, based on which original variables have the highest correlations with the principal component. The basic idea of the LDA is to use the well-known Fisher criterion to determine a number of discriminant vectors, and exploit them as transform axes by which samples are transformed into a new space. These vectors maximize the ratio of the between-class distance to within-class distance in the new space. It seems that the LDA outperforms the PCA in classification accuracy in many cases because of label information. However, Guo et al., [27] found that unsupervised dimensionality reduction methods, such as PCA, are not able to project face images to sufficiently discriminative subspaces.
In Experiment 1, the databases were partitioned to have 80% training data and 20% testing data. Results in Experiments 2 were obtained with a fivefold cross-validation, and an SVM classifier with a Gaussian Kernel. These datasets allow person-disjoint results to be computed; that is, no person has an image in both the training images and the testing images. For experiment with CelebA and LFWA we follows the same protocols suggested by the authors of [31] , [43] for the train, test and validation datasets. The files are available in. 3 Experiment 2: We validated our results using a cross-test with three different face databases: COFW [10] , Adience [20] and Image of Groups (Groups) [25] . These databases show a diverse range of operational conditions and are representative of the challenges to be addressed in real-world situations. We resized all the images to 64×46 pixels. Further, we used a Random Forest classifier [7] with the model that reached the best results for Experiment 2 to show that the results are not dependent on the SVM classifier. The random forest model was trained with 500 Trees and Gini Index.
B. DATABASES AND CLASSIFIER
The images in the UND face database were taken in a controlled scenario and it contains a set of images from Collection B (See Figure 6) . The image filenames used for training and testing, as well as the window crop around the subjects' faces, are available as text files on a web page as reported in Alexandre, 2010 . It contains gray scale images of 487 frontal faces with 186 female and 301 male images, collected and annotated by the researchers. The images were not aligned.
Labeled Faces in the Wild contains 13,233 face color photographs of 5,749 subjects collected from the web to investigate gender classification of real world face images under unconstrained scenarios [55] . LFW is composed of real life faces, with varying facial expressions, illumination changes, head pose variations, occlusions, and use of make-up, and includes some of poor image quality. For LFW we used three sets of images. The first one, LFW set-a used 7,443 face images, (2,943 females and 4,500 males) and resized the images to 64 × 46 pixels, manually labeling the ground truth for the gender of each face. All the images were previously aligned with commercial software [55] See Figure 7 (top). The second one, LFW set-b consists of 13,010 images (6,505 females and 6,505 males) which cover images with different poses, and the third in according with the protocols suggested by [31] , [43] .
The MORPH-II database contains 55,134 images of more than 13,000 individuals. It was collected in the wild [52] . We chose 7,500 random face images (3,500 females and 4,000 males) and resized them to 64 × 46 pixels. See Figure 7 (bottom).
The COFW database is composed of 1,007 face images obtained under real-world conditions. The face images show large variations in shape due to differences in pose and expression. Occlusions are also present in different degrees due to the use of accessories such as sunglasses, hats, and interactions with objects. This database is divided into two datasets: a training set of the original non-augmented 845 LFPW faces + 500 COFW faces (1,345 total), and a testing dataset with 507 COFW faces. We tested on the entire database (COFW-All). Gender labels were manually annotated. See Figure 8 .
The Adience database is a collection of face images for testing age and gender classification methods. This database attempts to capture faces in a diverse variety of appearances, noise, pose, and lighting conditions in uncontrolled environments. Images are extracted from Flickr VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 9. Example of face images CelebA (top row) and LFWA datasets (bottom row).
albums created from automatic uploading of iPhone5 (or later) smartphone images. The total number of images is 26,580 corresponding to 2,284 different subjects. Gender, age, and subject labels are provided. This database defines five partitions for cross validation testing. We tested on each of these five partitions independently, only considering the frontal set as defined by the authors of the database. The OpenCV face detector was applied to these five partitions yielding a total of 10,632 face images (93.2% of all frontal images). The results reported are the average of the five partitions used for testing (Adience-All). See Figure 8 .
The Groups dataset is composed of group shots and was built from 5,080 Flickr images containing 28,231 faces, labeled with age and gender. The images have people lying, standing or sitting, on elevated surfaces. People often have glasses, face occlusions, or unusual expressions. We tested on the whole database (Groups-All). See Figure 8 .
In order to explore the performance of our method, we tested it using two additional large datasets: CelebA and LFWA [43] . See Figure 9 . CelebA contains 10,000 identities, each of which has twenty images. There are 200,000 images in total. LFWA has 13,233 images of 5,749 identities. Each image in CelebA and LFWA was annotated with 40 face attributes and five key points by a professional labeling company. CelebA and LFWA have over 40 and 30 attribute labels, respectively. To compare the results, we used the same protocol indicated by the authors [43] . Figure 9 , shows sample face images from the CelebA and LFWA datasets. The two datasets are available for research.
C. FEATURE SELECTION FOR EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 2
In Experiment 2, the proposed selection methods W −mRMR, W −CMIM and W −DISR were applied to the LFW, MORPH II and UND databases with no fusion to be able to compare our results with those of [1] , [14] , [30] , [47] , [57] . All the images were resized to 64 × 46 pixels.
The proposed method was tested on 9 different datasets with 300.000 images. The UND dataset has 400 images; LFW-a has 7,443; LFW-b has 13,010; Morph II has 55,134; Adience has 10,632; Groups has 28,231; COFW has 1,007; CelebA has 220,000; and LFWA has 13,223 images. The features were selected in a standalone process. We measured the time invested in each feature selection process on a dataset of 10,000 images. The W −mRMR takes 7.86 hours; W-DISR takes 8.95 hours; and W-CMIM takes 9.97 hours. Feature selection times were measured for a group of 10.000 images in the filter stage and SVM in the wrapper stage. The implementation of the method included a parallel computation for SVM and Random forest classifiers. Computations were measured on an Intel I7 with 8 cores, 64 GB of RAM, and Ubuntu 16.04 S.O.
VII. RESULTS
A. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 1 Table 1 shows the results of gender classification on the UND, LFW (set-a, set-b, set-A), MORPH II and CelebA. In Experiment 2, the results are compared to those published previously with various data sets. The results of gender classification without feature selection and with the SVM classifier are shown in the second column of Table 1 . Results generally improve with feature selection. The best classification result on UND was reached using the W − CMIM feature selection method; it was 93.25% with 1,300 features selected and 15 nearest images. The total number of features was reduced to 44% of the original vector size. On the LFW the best result reached was 97.00% with W − CMIM . The number of selected features was 900 with 25 nearest images. The number of features was reduced to 30.57% of the original vector size. In the case of MORPH II the best result reached was 95.56% with W − CMIM . The number of selected features was 1,300 with 25 nearest images. The number of selected features was reduced to 44% of the original vector size.
We also compared our results with those approaches that used deep learning methods to classify gender. See Table 1 and 2. Our approach reached competitive results but with less number of features. LFWA dataset reached an accuracy of 98,33 % and with celebA dataset we reached 98,66% of accuracy, both with only 900 features.
Our method yielded better accuracy in gender classification than the results reported in [6] , [14] , [30] , [35] , [47] , [55] , using LFW database and better results than [14] , [68] with MORPH II. Also we improve the accuracy of [31] , [43] database; 60,000 features used in Jia et al., 57,600 features to build dictionaries of patches from the LFW database. A concatenation of several features from Castrillon et al., called C1, C2, C3, C4 and C5 from images of 59 × 65 pixels, were used in Groups and Morph datasets and 51,529 features from the images of size 227 × 227 using a CNN with the Adience Dataset. In summary, our results reached the highest classification performance with a significantly lower number of features. Table 1 and Table 2 presents a summary of the best results on gender classification reported in the literature for comparisons with the performance of our method with traditional and deep learning methods. Our approach improved the results, reaching at least the same, or even greater accuracy, but with a significantly smaller number of features compared to previously published results, and with nine different datasets. The last two rows of Table 1 and the last row  of Table 2 shows the accuracy and the number of features selected by our approach (in parenthesis). The selected number of features by our method represents, on average, only 10% of the total number of features.
We compared our results to those of Alexander et.al. [1] , on the UND database. The authors used only a Wrapper method with an SVM classifier and reached 86.78 % accuracy using 7,100 features. The best result was 91.19 % using fusion of intensity, shape, and texture with 46,845 features. In our previous work we improved these results using traditional feature selection methods by reaching 94.01% with 14,200 features. Now our results are better than those reported in Alexandre, 2010 and Tapia et al., 2013 with fewer features. We achieved 98.25% with only 2,100 features using 30 nearest neighbors using the same fusion [57] . And we reached 93.25% using W − CMIM with 1,300 features and 15 nearest neighbors without fusion of features.
We compared our results for the LFW and Morph II databases with Shan et al. [55] , Han et al. [30] , and Jia et al. [35] , Chu et al. [16] , Moeni et al. [47] and Castrillon et al. [14] . In these publications the authors used embedded methods, such as regular Adaboost, and Multiclass Adaboost, to select features, and an SVM classifier with 5 fold cross-validation. They used different variations of SVM as classifiers [30] , [35] , [55] . Moeini et al. use a gender dictionary with 10 fold CV. Castrillon et al. [14] use a LBP and HOG features with SVM. Our results are better than those reported in [16] , [30] , [35] , [55] and very competitive with the state of the art in [14] , [47] with a less quantity of features selected. The differences between traditional and VOLUME 7, 2019 new proposal features selected over a particular male and female images are presented in Figure 10 and 11.
We also added Table 2 with a summary of the results reported with deep learning applications in gender classification.
B. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 2
An additional experiment was performed to validate our best results on three different validation sets with face images from different subjects than those used in Experiment 2. In the first validation test, we used the feature selection method with the best classification rate from Table 1 , to test cross-database performance using gender classifiers previously trained with the training set of LFW (set-a, set-b, set-A), Morph II and CelebA. We tested on three different face databases: COFW [10] , Adience [20] and Image of Groups (Groups) [25] . These databases show a diverse range of operational conditions and are representative of the challenges to be addressed in real-world situations.
The analysis of the best results from Table 1 , using four classifiers trained with the LFW and Morph II databases respectively, are presented in Table 3 , to show that better results can be obtained with the features selected by our proposed method. These results are better than those previously published in the state of the art using cross-evaluation datasets allowing to test the generalization performance with other databases. The localization of features for gender classification depends largely on the most frequent type of face images used during the feature selection process which uses hundreds of thousands of images from the feature selection databases. The selected clusters represent the best features that allow separation and maximize the distance between both classes (male and female).
In the second validation test, the analysis of the best results from Table 1 , using a Random Forest classifier [7] with 500 trees is presented in Table 4 , to show that similar results can be obtained by a different classifier with the features selected by our proposed method. In Table 4 , we compare the best gender classification results using the SVM with feature selection and Random Forest.
VIII. TIME COMPLEXITY
It is important to emphasize that the feature selection process is performed offline only one time, and the selected features are used to classify gender online. Table 5 , shows the results in seconds spent by the four feature selection methods used in this research. The reported time is an average of all of the extracted features. The time was computed using an Intel I7-6500U of the 6th generation 2.7 GHz, with 32 GB RAM and an Ubuntu 16.04 operating system. The feature selection methods were implemented in Python. A C++ implementation in a parallel processing architecture which should reduce the computational time significantly.
The computational time of the mRMR − W , DISR − W and CMIM − W algorithm depends on the estimation of MI . The estimation of the MI is O(N ×logN ) . Therefore, the time complexity is O(2 × M × N × logN ), where 2 is the number of classes of the vector (Male, Female); M is the number of features in the set; and N is the number of image samples available. 
TABLE 5.
Shows the average time spent for each feature selection and reduction method to select the best 300 features, 300 principal components (PCA) and Fisherfaces (LDA) in the standalone process from 10.000 images, using a Python implementation. The time was computed using an Intel I7-6500U of 6th generation,2.7 GHz, with 32 GB RAM and an Ubuntu 16.04 operating system. Feature selection is performed offline only one time.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a new framework for gender classification using an efficient fusion of a filter/wrapper and feature selection strategy based on clustering of images was proposed. Our method decouples relevance and redundancy and uses complementary information in the classification task. The proposed method eliminates those features that are not relevant for the classification problem in the filter stage, thus improving classification accuracy, reducing the required computational time, and making gender classification feasible in real time.
The advantages of this approach are that features that become redundant because of the current content of the selected cluster will go to the end of the new ranking, while features that become relevant because of interactions with the content of the currently selected cluster will be placed at the beginning of the new ranking.
The results of Experiments 1 and 2 show the importance of using the complementarity feature selection on high dimensional data to improve classification performance. In all of the experiments, the proposed method showed its efficiency and effectiveness in feature selection in supervised learning in domains in which data has many redundant and/or irrelevant features. We validated the results using three different databases with very challenging conditions of the face images taken under real conditions using cell-phone photos with occlusion and several variations of pose and changing illumination. Similar results were reached using a pre-trained SVM and RF classifiers. This shows the general purpose of our proposed methods.
This proposal has an advantage over the number of parameters required by Deep Learning (DL) [71] . DL has been shown to be a powerful tool for identifying and classifying gender from face images, reaching results very close to the best state of the art. Nevertheless, DL cannot explain the results in terms of selected features and the relevance or redundancy of each one. Also, DL cannot explore the complementary properties among features because DL does not estimate any measure of the quality of the information, but mutual information does. One of the positive aspects of DL is that powerful, previously pre-trained networks with a huge number of images can be adjusted to a new problem within relatively short training periods. Another positive aspect is that the pre-trained network performs feature selection with DL automatically, and is adjusted by the fine-tuning process, saving time in this manner.
X. FUTURE WORK
As future work, we are developing a new mesh method to align the best features selected with different face poses in real time. This method will allow us to evaluate the efficiency of our proposal in the video. Also, a deeper analysis of African-Americans will be developed in order to measure the influence of the selected features on face images of people of various races or ethnicities.
